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Should I Stay or Should I Go? The Truth About Aging in Place
By Georgene Collins, Editor
According to AARP, 84% of seniors over 65
want to live the rest of their days at home.
Cliché’s aside, home is more than where the
heart is. A home offers both emotional and
financial security. Most seniors have no
mortgage and plenty of equity. And the
thought of a new mortgage, on a fixed
income, alarms many seniors. The security of
knowing their neighbors and the
neighborhood for decades is a bonus.

While not new, the term Aging in Place is often
confusing. That’s because it is used differently
by different industries. In healthcare, Aging in
Place means providing services throughout
someone’s life in one setting like a continuing
care retirement community (CCRC). In the
building industry, Aging in Place means staying
in a 55+ community. Finally, in the remodeling
industry, Aging in Place means home
modifications.

And, yes, the home offers emotional comfort
with many years of memories and our
cherished belongings. Overall, it is hard to
leave a home we’ve known so well, even with
the possibility of new beginnings and
friendships.

No matter which term is used, most seniors want
to stay at home as they age. Even if outside care
for activities of daily living is needed. Besides
the positives, there are some negatives to staying
in your home as you age. Costly repairs, less
efficient homes, maintenance, and taxes are
several to consider.

The decision to sell your home or age-inplace is one that takes time and depends on
your goals. You may have noticed the new
format of NWI Seniors to include 4 key
areas-Aging in Place, Home Remodeling,
Long Term Care, and Real Estate. The
decision behind this change is because these
are the basic key areas important to seniors.
Most seniors want stability and comfort and
that starts in the home. We also worry about
not outliving our money and how we will care
for ourselves as we age, you’ll find help with
these answers in the Long-Term Care section.
Let’s get back to the question, should I stay,
or should I go? Well that depends on your
long-term goals. And the best way to explore
your best choice is to start with understanding

You have a bond with your home. It is difficult
to leave years of memories because your house
does not meet your aging needs. If you are
considering a change, start with knowing your
options. If you prefer to keep your home, speak
with a Certified Environmental Access
Consultant (C.E.A.C.) or Certified Aging in
Place Specialist (CAPS) licensed contractor.
Home modifications start with an assessment.
The C.E.A.C. and CAPS professionals are
specially trained to assess your home. They
begin with listening about your health
conditions, lifestyle, needs, and goals. These
professionals use a standardized approach to
assess your home. They also offer
recommendations for for short-term and longterm plans.

If you decide to move, speak with a Senior
Real Estate Specialist (SRES) Realtor who is
specially trained to guide clients 50 and over
and their families through the buying,
selling, and moving process.
The decision to stay or move is difficult.
The problem is that most seniors wait too
long to decide. This places their children or
loved ones in a difficult situation where
urgent decisions must be made. Start early
by knowing where you want to live as you
age. Then contact a professional who works
with seniors to gather more information on
your choices to stay or move. If you’re like
most seniors, you’ll want to age in place.
But it's best to know your options. A trained
professional can give you the information
you need to stay safe and live better
regardless of where you call home.
Georgene Collins is the Managing BrokerOwner of Collins Realty Group, Inc. in
Crown Point. Georgene is a Certified
Environmental Access Consultant and
Senior Real Estate Specialist. Through her
free home safety assessment, Georgene
helps seniors sell and move or age in
place. Contact Georgene at 219-315-6569
for your free assessment.
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A Home Inspector's Guide to Aging-in-Place
by Nick Gromicko and Kate Tarasenko, INTERNachi Staff
"Aging in place" is the phenomenon
describing senior citizens' ability to live
independently in their homes for as long as
possible. Those who age in place will not have
to move from their present residence in order
to secure necessary support services in
response to their changing needs.
The Baby Boomers
As the baby boomers age, the 60+ population
will spike from roughly 45 million in recent
years to more than 70 million by 2020.
Research shows that baby boomers’
expectations of how they will receive care
differ from that of their parents’ generation.
Overwhelmingly, they will seek care in their
own homes and will be less likely to move
into congregate living settings.
Why do many senior citizens prefer to age
in place?
Nursing homes, to many, represent a loss of
freedom and a reduced quality of life. Here are
a few good reasons why these fears are
justified:
In 2007*, inspectors received 37,150
complaints about conditions in nursing homes.
Roughly one-fifth of the complaints verified
by federal and state authorities involved the
abuse or neglect of patients. Specific problems
included infected bedsores, medication mixups, poor nutrition, and other forms of neglect.
The proportion of nursing homes cited for
deficiencies ranged from 76% in Rhode Island
to as high as 100% in Alaska, Idaho,
Wyoming and Washington, D.C.
Many cases have been exposed in which
nursing homes billed Medicare and Medicaid
for services that were not provided. A
significant percentage of nursing homes had
deficiencies that caused immediate jeopardy
or actual harm to patients.
Aging-in-Place Inspections
Inspectors may recommend corrections and
adaptations to the home to improve
maneuverability, accessibility, and safety for
elderly occupants. Some such alterations and
recommendations for a home are as follows:
Appliances:
microwave oven in wall or on counter;
refrigerator and freezer side by side;
side-swing or wall oven;
controls that are easy to read;
raised washing machine and dryer;
front-loading washing machines;
raised dishwasher with push-button controls;
stoves having electric cooktops with level

burners; front controls and downdraft feature to
pull heat away from user;
light to indicate when surface is hot; and
replace old stoves with induction cooktops to
help prevent burns.
Bathroom:
fold-down seat installed in the shower;
adjustable showerheads with 6-foot hose;
light in shower stall;
wall support, and provision for adjustable
and/or varied-height counters and removable
base cabinets;
contrasting color edge border at countertops;
at least one wheelchair-maneuverable bath on
main level;
bracing in walls around tub, shower, shower
seat and toilet for installation of grab bars;
if stand-up shower is used in main bath, it is
curbless and wide;
low bathtub;
toilet higher than standard toilet, or heightadjustable;
design of the toilet paper holder allows rolls to
be changed with one hand;
wall-hung sink with knee space and panel to
protect user from pipes; and
slip-resistant flooring in bathroom and shower.
Counters:
base cabinet with roll-out trays;
pull-down shelving;
wall support, and provision for adjustable
and/or varied-height counters and removable
base cabinets;
upper wall cabinetry lower than conventional
height;
accented stripes on edge of countertops to
provide visual orientation to the workspace;
counter space for dish landing adjacent to or
opposite all appliances;
glass-front cabinet doors; and
open shelving for easy access to frequently
used items.
Exterior:
low-maintenance exterior (vinyl, brick, etc);
and
low-maintenance shrubs and plants.
Entry:
sensor light at exterior no-step entry focusing
on the front-door lock;
non-slip flooring in foyer;
accessible path of travel to the home;
at least one no-step entry with a cover;
entry door sidelight or high/low peep hole
viewer; sidelight should provide both privacy
and safety;
doorbell in accessible location; and
a surface on which to place packages while
opening door.

Electrical, Lighting, Safety and Security:
install new smoke and CO detectors;
install automated lighting, an emergency
alert system, or a video-monitoring system;
easy-to-see and read thermostats;
light switches by each entrance to halls and
rooms;
light receptacles with at least two bulbs in
vital places (exits, bathroom);
light switches, thermostats and other
environmental controls placed in accessible
locations no higher than 48 inches from
floor;
move electrical cords out of the flow of
traffic;
replace standard light switches with rocker
or touch-light switches; and
pre-programmed thermostats.
Faucets:
thermostatic or anti-scald controls;
lever handles or pedal-controlled; and
pressure-balanced faucets.
Flooring:
if carpeted, use low-density with firm pad;
smooth, non-glare, slip-resistant surfaces,
interior and exterior; and
color and texture contrast to indicate change
in surface levels.
Hallways:
wide;
well-lit; and
fasten down rugs and floor runners, and
remove any that are not necessary.
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning:
install energy-efficient units;
HVAC should be designed so filters are
easily accessible; and
windows that can be opened for crossventilation and fresh air.
Miscellaneous:
30-inch by 48-inch clear space at
appliances, or 60-inch diameter clear space
for turns;
multi-level work areas to accommodate
cooks of different heights;
loop handles for easy grip and pull;
pull-out spray faucet;
levered handles;
in multi-story homes, laundry chute or
laundry facilities in master bedroom;
open under-counter seated work areas; and
placement of task lighting in appropriate
work areas.
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A Home Inspector's Guide to Aging-in-Place
Continued from Page 2.
Overall Floor Plan:
main living on a single story, including full
bath;
5-foot by 5-foot clear turn space in living
area, kitchen, a bedroom and a bathroom; and
no steps between rooms on a single level.
Reduced Maintenance and Convenience
Features:
easy-to-clean surfaces;
built-in recycling system;
video phones;
central vacuum;
built-in pet feeding system; and
intercom system.

do you plan to stay put in your traditional
family home?
Take a look at your finances and retirement
funds. With your current savings and assets,
will you be able to pay for home maintenance?
Consider starting a separate retirement savings
account strictly for home maintenance.
Remodel your home before your mobility
becomes limited. As you age, changes in
mobility, hearing, vision and overall health and
flexibility will affect how easily you function
in your home. Consider making your home
“age-friendly” as a phased-in and budgeted
home improvement, rather than waiting until
you need many modifications at a time due to a
health crisis.

Stairways, Lifts and Elevators:
adequate hand rails on both sides of stairway;
residential elevator or lift; and
increased visibility of stairs through contrast
strip on top and bottom stairs, and color
contrast between treads and risers on stairs
with use of lighting.
Storage:
lighting in closets;
adjustable closet rods and shelves; and
easy-open doors that do not obstruct access.

Free Senior
Guide

Windows:
plenty of windows for natural light;
low-maintenance exterior and interior
finishes;
lowered windows, or taller windows with
lower sill height; and
easy-to-operate hardware.
Advice for those who wish to age in place:
Talk with family members about your longterm living preferences. Do you want to
downsize to a smaller single-family home, or
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If you decide before you retire that you want
to live in your current home through the
remainder of life, consider paying for “big
ticket – long life” home projects while you
still have a healthy income. Such items may
include having the roof assessed or replaced,
replacing and upgrading the water heater or
cooling unit, completing termite inspections
and treatment, having a septic tank inspection
and replacement, as needed, and purchasing a
riding lawn mower.
InterNACHI advocates healthy living, as it
plays a vital role in your ability to age in
place. Most seniors leave their homes due to
functional and mobility limitations that result
from medical crises, and an inability to pay
for support to stay with them in their home.
Effectively managing health risks and
maintaining a healthy lifestyle can help you
stay strong, age well, and live long at your
own home.
In summary, aging in place is a way by which
senior citizens can avoid being dependent on
others due to declining health and mobility.
Reprinted with permission from
www.nachi.org.
*Update: According to ncea.acl.gov, 7.6% or
14,258 of 188,599 total complaints in 2014,
were related to abuse, gross neglect, or
exploitation.
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Burglar-Resistant Homes
By Nick Gromicko and Kenton Shepard, InterNACHI Staff
There are a number of measures that
homeowners can take to ensure that their
homes are not attractive to burglars. If
clients are concerned about break-ins,
inspectors can pass on to them basic
strategies for burglar-proofing their homes.
Some interesting statistics concerning
break-ins in the United States:
InterNACHI estimates that theft makes up
more than three-quarters of all reported
crime.
According to a survey, burglars enter homes
through the following locations:
81% enter through the first floor;
34% of burglars enter through the front
door;
23% enter through a first-floor window;
22% enter through the back door
9% enter through the garage;
4% enter through the basement;
4% enter through an unlocked entrance;
2% enter through a storage area; and
2% enter anywhere on the second floor.
Exterior Doors
Doors should be made of steel or solid-core
wood construction. Hollow-core wood doors
are more easily broken than heavy, solidcore doors.
Doors should be free of signs of rot, cracks
and warping.
Doors should be protected by quality
deadbolt locks. Chain locks are not adequate
substitutes for deadbolt locks, although
chain locks may be used as additional
protection.
If a mail slot is present, it should be
equipped with a cage or box. Mail slots that
are not equipped with cages or boxes have
been used by burglars to enter homes.
Burglars can insert a contraption made of
wire and cord into the mail slot and use it to
open the lock from the inside, if no box or
cage is present.
If a door is equipped with glass panes, they
should be installed far from the lock.
Otherwise, burglars can smash the glass and

Spare keys should not be hidden in obvious
locations. Burglars are very good at finding
keys that homeowners believe are cleverly
hidden. The best place for a spare key is in the
house of a trusted neighbor. If keys must be
hidden near the door, they should not be
placed in obvious locations, such as under a
doormat, rock or planter.
A peephole can be installed in doors so
homeowners can see who is on their doorstep
before they open the door.
Clients should consider installing bumpresistant locks on their doors. “Bumping” is a
technique developed recently that can open
almost any standard lock with less effort than
is required by lock-picking. This technique
uses "bump keys," which are normal keys with
slight modifications. Lock companies such as
Schlage, Primus and Medeco manufacture a
number of locks that offer some bumpresistance.
Pet Doors
Pet doors can be used by burglars to enter
homes. Some burglars have reached through
pet doors in order to unlock the door. It is
advisable to not have a pet door, but if one is
necessary, it should be as small as possible
and installed far from the lock.
A crafty burglar may convince or coerce a
small child to crawl through a pet door and
unlock the door. Also, some burglars are
children.
Electronic pet doors are available that open
only when the pet, equipped with a signaling
device in their collar, approaches the door.
These doors are designed to keep stray
animals out of the home, and may provide
protection against burglars, as well.
Sliding Glass Doors
They should be equipped with locks on their
tops and bottoms.
They should not be able to be lifted from their
frames.
A cut-off broom handle, or a similar device,
can be laid into the door track to prevent it
from being opened.
Illumination
Lights should be installed on the exterior of all
four sides of the house. Burglars prefer
darkness so they cannot be seen by neighbors
or passersby.
When building occupants are not home, a few
lights should be left on.
It is helpful to install exterior lights that are
activated by motion sensors. Burglars that are

suddenly illuminated may flee.
Windows
All windows should be composed of strong
glass, such as laminated glass, and be in
good operating order.
They can be installed with bars, grilles,
grates or heavy-duty wire screening. Barred
windows must be equipped with a quickrelease mechanism so occupants can quickly
escape during a fire.
Windows should not be hidden by
landscaping or structures. If landscaping or
structures cannot be moved, lighting can be
installed around the windows.
Landscaping and Yard
Shrubs and trees should not obscure the
view of entrances. Shielded entrances can
provide cover for burglars while they
attempt to enter the residence.
Fences are helpful burglar deterrents,
although they should not be difficult to see
through.
While the house is vacant:
A loud radio can be used to make burglars
think someone is home. Timers can be used
to activate radios and lights to make the
home seem occupied.
A car should always be parked in the
driveway. A neighbor’s car can be parked
there so that it appears as if someone is
home.
The lawn should be cut regularly. Uncut
grass is a clue that no one is home.
Other Tips
Dogs are excellent burglar deterrents. For
clients who cannot own dogs, they can place
"Beware of Dog" signs around the yard for
nearly the same effect.
If no security system is installed, the client
can post security alarm stickers around the
yard.
In summary, there are a number of tactics
that inspectors can pass on to their clients
that will help safeguard their homes from
break-ins. Reprinted with permission from
www.nachi.org.
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Bathroom Ventilation Ducts and Fans
by Nick Gromicko and Kenton Shepard, InterNACHI Staff
Bathroom ventilation systems are designed
to exhaust odors and moist air to the home's
exterior. Typical systems consist of a ceiling
fan unit connected to a duct that terminates
at the roof.
Fan Function
The fan may be controlled in one of several
ways:
Most are controlled by a conventional wall
switch.
A timer switch may be mounted on the wall.
A wall-mounted humidistat can be pre-set to
turn the fan on and off based on different
levels of relative humidity.
Newer fans may be very quiet but work just
fine. Older fans may be very noisy or very
quiet. If an older fan is quiet, it may not be
working well. Inspectors can test for
adequate fan airflow with a chemical smoke
pencil or a powder puff bottle, but such tests
exceed InterNACHI's Standards of Practice.
Bathroom ventilation fans should be
inspected for dust buildup that can impede
air flow. Particles of moisture-laden animal
dander and lint are attracted to the fan
because of its static charge. Inspectors
should comment on dirty fan covers.
Ventilation systems should be installed in
all bathrooms. This includes bathrooms with
windows, since windows will not be opened
during the winter in cold climates.
Defects
The following conditions indicate
insufficient bathroom ventilation:
moisture stains on walls or ceilings;
corrosion of metal;
visible mold on walls or ceilings;
peeling paint or wallpaper;
frost on windows; and
high levels of humidity.
The most common defect related to
bathroom ventilation systems is improper
termination of the duct. Vents must
terminate at the home exterior.
The most common improper terminations
locations are:
mid-level in the attic. These are easy to spot;
beneath the insulation. You need to
remember to look. The duct may terminate
beneath the insulation or there may be no
duct installed; and under attic vents. The
duct must terminate at the home exterior,
not just under it.
Improperly terminated ventilation systems
may appear to work fine from inside the
bathroom, so the inspector may have to look
in the attic or on the roof. Sometimes,

disconnected at joints or connections.
Ducts that leak or terminate in attics can
cause problems from condensation. Warm,
moist air will condense on cold attic framing,
insulation and other materials. This condition
has the potential to cause health and/or decay
problems from mold, or damage to building
materials, such as drywall. Moisture also
reduces the effectiveness of thermal
insulation.
Mold
Perhaps the most serious consequence of an
improper ventilation setup is the potential
accumulation of mold in attics or
crawlspaces. Mold may appear as a fuzzy,
thread-like, cobwebby fungus, although it can
never be identified with certainty without
being lab-tested. Health problems caused by
mold are related to high concentrations of
spores in indoor air. Spores are like
microscopic seeds, released by mold fungi
when they reproduce. Every home has mold.
Moisture levels of about 20% in materials
will cause mold colonies to grow. Inhaling
mold spores can cause health problems in
those with asthma or allergies, and can cause
serious or fatal fungal infections in those with
lung disease or compromised immune
systems.

and 85° F;
food. This includes a wider variety of materials
found in homes; and
moisture.
If insufficient levels of any of these
requirements exist, all mold growth will stop
and fungi will go dormant. Most are difficult to
actually kill.
Even though mold growth may take place in the
attic, mold spores can be sucked into the living
areas of a residence by low air pressure. Low
air pressure is usually created by the expulsion
of household air from exhaust fans in
bathrooms, dryers, kitchens and heating
equipment.
Improper Ventilation
Ventilation ducts must be made from
appropriate materials and oriented effectively in
order to ensure that stale air is properly
exhausted.

Ventilation ducts must:
terminate outdoors. Ducts should never
terminate within the building envelope;
contain a screen or louvered (angled) slats at its
termination to prevent bird, rodent and insect
entry;
Mold is impossible to identify visually and
be as short and straight as possible and avoid
must be tested by a lab in order to be
turns. Longer ducts allow more time for vapor
confidently labeled. Inspectors should refrain to condense and also force the exhaust fan to
from calling anything “mold” but should refer work harder;
to anything that appears as mold as a material be insulated, especially in cooler climates. Cold
that “appears to be microbial growth.”
ducts encourage condensation;
Inspectors should include in their report, and protrude at least several inches from the roof;
in the inspection agreement signed by the
be equipped with a roof termination cap that
client, a disclaimer clearly stating that the
protects the duct from the elements; and
General Home Inspection is an inspection for be installed according to the manufacturer's
safety and system defects, not a mold
recommendations.
inspection.
The following tips are helpful, although not
required. Ventilation ducts should:
Decay, which is rot, is also caused by fungi.
be made from inflexible metal, PVC, or other
Incipient or early decay cannot be seen. By
rigid material. Unlike dryer exhaust vents, they
the time decay becomes visible, affected
should not droop; and
wood may have lost up to 50% of its strength. have smooth interiors. Ridges will encourage
In order to grow, mold fungi require the
vapor to condense, allowing water to back-flow
following conditions to be present:
into the exhaust fan or leak through joints onto
oxygen;
vulnerable surfaces.
Above all else, a bathroom ventilation fan
should be connected to a duct capable of
venting water vapor and odors into the
outdoors. Mold growth within the bathroom or
attic is a clear indication of improper ventilation
that must be corrected in order to avoid
structural decay and respiratory health issues.
Reprinted with permission from
www.nachi.org.
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Your Spring Home Maintenance Checklist
For home owners, warmer weather means
it’s time to get organized and tackle your
spring home maintenance jobs early so you
– and your home – can enjoy the change of
seasons with minimal stress.

Interior: Get a professional to clean and
inspect your air conditioning system. If it has
a filter, make sure it’s been replaced within
the last three months to keep everything
working efficiently.

It can be daunting to take on a long list of
chores and repairs, but remember that
putting in a little effort now will save you
time and money in the long run. Following
this list will help you get started.

With warmer weather comes every home
owner’s nightmare: pests. Seal any cracks
along baseboards, behind sinks, and around
pipes and windows. Mend and holes in
windows and screens to keep pests outside
your home where they belong.

Windows: Make sure all your windows are
securely in place and operating properly. If
you like having your windows open in the
spring, install screens in your windows and
storm doors. First make sure the screens are
clean by gently washing them with soapy
water.
Next, clean the window tracks and take a
close look at all of the weatherstripping.
You don’t want any cracks or tears letting
hot air in or cool air out during the hotter
months. Nothing can ruin summer fun like
an unexpectedly high energy bill.

Termites are one of the most harmful
household pests. Check for sagging floors and
ceilings and note any dry, brown tunnels in
the ground near your home’s foundation.
Finding signs of termites early on can save
you a ton of money in the future.
Exterior: First, take a walk around the entire
perimeter of your home and check the
condition of glazing compound, caulk, and
exterior paint. Replace or touch up wherever
need.

Visit NWI Seniors.com for
Your Free Book!

You'll also want to give some time and
attention to your landscaping earlier rather
than later. Seed and feed the lawn, plant
annuals, and cut back any perennials that
need pre-growth pruning.
Check your roof for any signs of winter
damage, whether from heavy snowfall or
fallen debris. While you’re up there, go
ahead and clean out your gutters, even if you
already did it in the fall. Winter storms can
cause a surprising amount of debris to build
up, and you don’t want clogged gutters
during the early spring rainfall.
Let’s Talk Safety: It can be easy to get
carried away with spring home maintenance,
but safety should always be your top
priority.
Ladders: Ladders can be extremely
dangerous if not used properly. Accidents
most often occur if ladders are improperly
placed or secured, or if you’re using the
wrong size ladder for the job at hand.
Follow these tips to stay safe:
• Read all warning labels and follow
directions closely.
•Only use ladders on a stable, level surface.
•Keep your body centered on the ladder.
Never lean over either side rail.
•Never stand on the top two rungs.
•Only use a step ladder when fully opened
and in locked position. Never use a it when
closed or partially open and leaning against
a structure.
•Don’t work within 10 feet of overhead
power lines. They can pose a serious
electrical hazard.
Yard Tools: Doing yard work can mean
you’re working with some serious pieces of
machinery. If you’re determined to do it all
yourself, make sure to wear appropriate eye,
body, and hearing protection for the entire
project. Never remove any guards or safety
devices. And remember to always service
your lawnmowers yearly. Reprinted with

Enjoying NWI Seniors?
Sign up to receive your copy at
www.NWISeniors.com
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New Year, New Floors for Your Home
The start of the new year is a great time to
reenergize your home. Taking steps to give
your home a refresh doesn’t always require
a major renovation. One way to liven up
your living space is to replace your floors.
Your new floors are not only about style and
décor. Cost, durability, moisture and
maintenance are other important factors to
consider when purchasing new floors for
your home. To help you evaluate what
works best for your home, here are some
popular floor options among home owners.
Hardwood. Classic, contemporary and
durable, hardwood floors remain one of the
most wanted floor types for home owners.
This option can be made from several
different types of wood and are available in
finished or unfinished. Hardwood floors can
increase your home’s resale value and are
easy to clean. Unlike other flooring options,
hardwood is susceptible to scratching, dents
or warping due to lengthy exposure to
moisture. The cost depends on type of wood
selected. Exotic wood types are generally
more expensive per square foot.
Laminate. A popular, less expensive
alternative to hardwood floors is laminate.
This type of flooring option is composed of
various wood-based materials layered
together which are ‘laminated’ and finished

off with a photographic imprint. Generally,
laminate is available in tiles or planks and are
relatively easy to install and maintain. If you
still want the look of hardwood floors without
having them, laminate flooring is a viable
option. Laminate is also more resistant to
scuffs and scratches. Like hardwoods,
extended exposure to moisture can damage the
floor.
Vinyl. Cost conscious home owners in search
of a resilient flooring option should consider
vinyl. Unlike other types of flooring, vinyl is
ideal for areas in your home that are prone to
moisture such as laundry rooms or basements.
Vinyl has adhesive and is available in sheets or
tiles. Repairing damaged vinyl is as easy as
removing and replacing. There are several
limitations with this type of floor. Vinyl is
likely to scratch, can vary in quality and may
not have the contemporary look compared to
other flooring options.
Bamboo. Unlike the name it implies, bamboo
floor is manufactured out of lightweight wood
grass. Bamboo floor is durable, resistant to
changes due to temperature fluctuation and
relatively easy to install. This flooring type is
available in strips or planks. While it’s a less
expensive option to hardwood floors,
installation costs tend to be more expensive.
Linoleum. Natural materials make up

resistant and easy to maintain. Linoleum is
available is planks, sheets or tiles. Like other
flooring options, linoleum is available in a
variety of colors and patterns. While durable,
linoleum is not as water resistant as other
types of flooring and can fade with long term
exposure to direct sunlight.
Carpet. Soft fibers and a variety of colors and
textures make this type of flooring option
popular especially in living and bedrooms.
Depending on the type of carpet you select,
this type of floor can resist moisture, mildew,
water or stains. Carpet can be soft and
pillowlike on your feet based on the type of
padding you select. Not all carpet is stain
resistant or easy to clean. If you live in a home
where someone suffers from allergies this is
not an ideal flooring choice since carpet fibers
capture pollen and pet dander easily.
Reprinted with permission from

Top 5 New Year’s Resolutions for Your Home
The beginning of the new year is the perfect
time to start planning for home projects.
Maintenance projects are a great way to
keep your space comfortable, functional and
possibly add value to your home. Not all
projects are boring chores. Adding new
space to your kitchen or sprucing up your
décor can be fun and rewarding. Here are a
few new year’s resolutions for your home.
Increase square footage. When it comes to
increasing the value of your home, adding
“livable” space such as a bedroom or
bathroom can make a difference. A
residential construction professional can
provide guidance on the feasibility of your
project, estimates, zoning, building codes
and the permitting process.
Refresh floors and décor. Worn floors or
dated interior home features can make your
home feel dreary. Not all flooring is
expensive and sustainable options are
available. Aesthetics are important, but you
should consider other factors when selecting
new floors such as durability and moisture.
If you’re happy with your current flooring

and need to liven up your rooms, upgrade
fixtures, lighting or add greenery to make
your home more inviting.
Energize your home’s exterior. A wellmaintained yard is the first step in boosting
curb appeal. A newly-painted home or new
door with a bold color can also make your
home more attractive. Other features to
replace can be your garage door or mailbox.
New lighting features such as walkway or
entryway fixtures can make your home
friendly and inviting.
Take steps towards sustainability. There are
many ways to reduce the energy
consumption in your home. Replacing
heating, cooling or water heaters with more
energy-efficient units is one step. If your
appliances are new or energy-efficient,
make sure not to forget about regular
maintenance so your units can run at an
optimal level. Installing drapes and shades
on windows are easy and low-cost ways to
regulate the temperatures in your home.
Another option for making your home more

sustainable is to conserve water. Be mindful
of taking shorter showers, turning off the
water when brushing teeth and only use the
dishwater when it is full. If you already
recycle, consider reducing the amount of
garbage you generate by buying and using
products wisely.
Clean, clear and declutter. Cleaning and
clearing your home may seem like a
daunting task. You don’t have to put off
organizing your home until the spring. An
easy way to tackle a whole home
decluttering project is to organize room by
room and sort items by type: toss, keep,
reuse, keep/repair. Reprinted with
permission from www.NAHB.org.
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7 Steps to Plan a Remodel
Remodeling your home can be one of the most
exciting projects to undertake. Whether you're
thinking about a bathroom update, kitchen
overhaul or a new room addition, planning and
setting realistic expectations are critical in
ensuring your project goes as smoothly as
possible.
Consider these steps from the National
Association of the Remodeling Industry
(NARI) before you get started:
1. Determine your goals and needs.
Understand why you are undertaking the
project, whether it's for resale value or so you
can enjoy your home more. If looking to
increase resale value, consider the
neighborhood and potential upgrades that can
have the highest impact when going to market.
If remodeling can make for a more
comfortable space, create a list of "musthaves" and "nice-to-haves" then evaluate
what's feasible. Being realistic about needs and
wants can help you create a budget.
2. Get inspired. Whether watching home
improvement shows or browsing the internet,
finding photos of styles and looks you admire
can be beneficial when sharing your vision
with a remodeling contractor.
3. Understand your budget. Setting a budget
and staying within it is critical to the project's

success. Be sure to build in a contingency fund
for unforeseen expenses. Project expenses
should factor in the cost of products, labor and
project management. There are also possible
additional costs such as long-termmaintenance,
repairs, energy use and a dining out budget if
undergoing a full kitchen remodel or hotel
costs sometimes necessary with large-scale
projects. To avoid any unpleasant surprises, be
sure to get a written estimate and scope of
work once you've selected a contractor.
4. Determine timing. If there is a specific event
driving your remodel, work backward through
the various project stages to determine a
realistic timeline. Build in additional time as a
buffer for unexpected delays and recognize
remodeling contractors typically have long
lead times and may require flexibility to
deliver optimal results.

6. Check references. When it comes to
remodeling your home, you can never be too
careful when choosing who to work with. Be
sure to follow up on references, read reviews
online and even check out the work of any
remodelers you're considering hiring, if
possible.

7. Prepare for the process. Regardless of the
size of the project, there will almost surely be
inconvenience, noise, dust and potential
delays. Your daily routine will most likely be
disrupted. Because it can be especially
stressful when redoing the kitchen or an
5. Find a contractor you trust. Home
essential bathroom, you'll probably need to
remodeling can be stressful no matter how well consider a backup plan or other arrangements
you plan, but a dependable partner can make
throughout the duration of the project.
the process go smoother. While some of the
Remember to also declutter the work area and
best references may come from neighbors,
protect or pack away any belongings that
friends or family members, a trade association might be in the way during the renovation.
like NARI can help with its online "Find a
(Family Features)
Remodeler" tool. Make sure any contractor
you're considering has several years of relevant
experience, as well as liability insurance.

How to Plan for a Kitchen Remodel
Kitchens are not only for cooking, it is a
popular place in your home where you
spend time with friends and family. If your
kitchen is dated or no longer fits your
lifestyle, you may want to consider
remodeling. An upgraded or modern kitchen
also can increase the value of your home.
However, renovating your kitchen can take
more time and money if the project is not
planned well. To help your kitchen
renovation project start the right track, take
the following steps before the first day of
demo.
Make a list of needs and wants
With a barrage of tv shows, magazines and
social media highlighting “dream kitchens,”

it may be hard to know where to start. The
first step is to make a list of what you need
to have for a functioning kitchen and want
you would like to have. This may seem like
an obvious step to take but it will help you
stay focused on your project goals and
budget. Visit showrooms and home supply
stores to learn about costs for materials,
finishes and appliances.
Set a budget
After you have a general idea of what you
need for your new kitchen, outline the cost
associated with your project. The larger the
scope of the project, such as knocking out
walls to gain additional square footage, the
more chances the renovation may take
additional time and money. A conservative
budget will give you the cushion you need if
the project has unexpected expenses. You
want to make sure you have enough funds to
complete the project to start enjoying your
kitchen right away.
Find a qualified remodeler
The popularity of do-it-yourself projects has

take on the task of creating a new kitchen
themselves. Smaller home projects can be
rewarding and enjoyable, but an entire room
transformation is a large undertaking.
Shoddy work may decrease the value of
your home. Hiring a professional remodeler
is more than just paying for labor and
materials. A qualified remodeler has
experience with project-related items such
as building codes, permits, safety, cost
estimates and has the necessary tools and
equipment to get the job done. Professionals
also have a network of suppliers and
subcontractors to ensure the work on your
home is executed properly.
A home renovation project can be rewarding
with the right planning and partnership with
a qualified professional. Reprinted with
permission from www.NAHB.org.
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5 Home Remodeling Projects With
Top-Dollar Returns
By: Anne Arntson
Not all home improvements are created
equal. These will reward you the most
when it comes time to sell.
Your home is in the perfect location, came
at the perfect price, with the perfect lot.
(Yay southern exposure!)
But the home itself? Perfect isn't the
adjective you'd use. But you knew that
moving in, and now you're ready to start
making it just right.
But where to begin? How about with data?
Data is that friend who tells you like it
really is.

They make it to the living room, pull back the
dingy carpet to reveal hardwood floors in
great condition. They're psyched -- and for
good
reason.
Hardwood floors are a timeless classic.
Refinishing is a no-brainer. Neither will you
regret adding new hardwood floors if you
have none.
The cost to refinish: $2,500
The return: 100% at $2,500
The cost to buy new: $5,500
The return: 91% at $5,000

Because while any home improvement
that brings you joy is priceless, not all add
as much home equity as you might expect.

#1 New Roof
If you find yourself sprinting for the
buckets when it starts to sprinkle, getting a
new roof should be your No. 1 to-do.
Measuring
rainfall from the indoors isn't cool.
The cost: $7,500
The return: 109% at $8,150
Considering it's what's between you and
the elements, it's a no-brainer.
Not sure if you need a new roof? Signs
you might include:
•Shingles are missing, curling up, or
covered in moss.
•Gritty bits from the asphalt shingles are
coming out the downspout.
•The sun's shining through your attic.
•You notice stains on ceilings and walls.
•Your energy bill is sky high.
#2 Hardwood Floors
You flip on the TV to see that your fave
home reno-ing duo is it at again, flipping a
ranch that's stuck in the 80's?.

But if long-time homeowners look at you
funny when you mention vinyl siding, just
tell them that today's vinyl is way better
than what
they remember because of fade-resistant
finishes and transferable lifetime
warranties.
The cost: $13,350
The return: 75% at $10,000

The "Remodeling Impact Report" from the
National Association of REALTORS? has
tons of data on how much improvements
cost -- and how much of those costs you
can recoup.
Here are the best seven home remodelling
projects with equity-building might:

siding. The third, of course, is your home's
value.

#3 New Garage Door
No surprise that a garage door replacement
project made it onto this #winning list -- a
new garage door provides a big boost for
your
home's curb appeal at a relatively modest
cost.
The cost: $2,300 (for a two-door)
The return: 87% at $2,000
There are options galore, too. A host of
factory-finish colors, wood-look embossed
steel, and glass window insets are just some
of the
possibilities that'll give your doors bankable
personality.
#4 Better Insulation
Insulation is tucked out of sight, so it's often
out of mind -- that is, until you're forced to
wear your parka indoors because it's sooo
darn cold.
The cost: $2,100
The return: 76% at $1,600 (plus the added
savings on heating and cooling costs!)
#5 New Siding
In any color! And never paint again.
Those are two of the three benefits of vinyl

Want fiber-cement siding instead? It also
shows a strong payback of 83%. Although
it's the pricier option -- you'll spend about
$18,000
with a payback of about $15,000 -- it has
one thing vinyl still lacks -- the perception
of quality.
And quality matters. In a survey from the
National Association of Home Builders
(NAHB), "quality" was the one of the most
important traits that home buyers focused
on when house hunting.
Visit HouseLogic.com for more articles
like this. Reprinted from HouseLogic.com
with permission of the NATIONAL
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Buying Materials for Your Contractor: How
Much Do You Save?
By: John Riha
It's called BIY: buy it yourself. And if you're
remodeling on a budget, you can save up to
20%.
If you've got a limited remodeling budget, but
you lack the skills, desire, or the time to DIY,
how do you save? BIY, that's how.
BIY -- buy-it-yourself -- is a smart middle
ground for those who want to remodel their
house on a budget. A BIYer can save up to
20% on home improvements by buying the
materials for contractors. They can shop for
bargains and eliminate contractor markups on
materials and finishes.
It's a growing trend that industry experts and
big-box home improvement centers are
watching closely, defining BIY as its own
genre. Fred Miller, managing director of the
Home Improvement Research Institute
(HIRI), identifies BIY as a distinct subset of
DIY.
"We've found that about 17% of homeowners
have completed BIY projects," Miller says.
Marketing expert Matt Carmichael, author of
the book "Buyographics," suggests
demographics play a role.

contractor or builder to decide which products
and materials make sense for the BIYer to
tackle, and which are best left to the
contractor.
The BIY Skill Set
You might not know which end of a hammer
to use, but you'll still need a good set of skills
that include:
•A thorough understanding of the scope of
your project
•A shop-til-you-drop mind-set
•An obsession with due dates and delivery
schedules
•A willingness to communicate tirelessly with
your contractor or handyman
Understand Your Contractor's POV
Although it may sound like shopping and
buying are your primary BIY duties, your No.
1 priority is to have good communication with
your builder or subcontractor. Tell prospective
contractors upfront about wanting to BIY.

Traditionally, contractors have purchased
materials and scheduled delivery. They often
have established relationships with suppliers
that offer steep discounts to them. The
contractor, in turn, marks up 50% or more on
"Many millennials don't have the DIY mindset those discounted practices. It's a standard
their parents had," says Carmichael, "but they practice in an industry where margins are
still want to be hands on when it comes to
narrow.
fixing up and improving their homes, and they
know how to buy stuff."
Still, depending on business, many contractors
may be willing to forgo traditional pricing to
Mining online information is second nature
secure steady work -- good news for BIY
for millennial BIYers, who eagerly search for homeowners. Home improvement centers help
price comparisons, peer product reviews, and
by hooking up contractors with homeowners instructional videos.
- a practice HIRI notes is on the rise over the
past several years.
Buying Materials for Contractors: How BIY
Works
A contractor's main concern is that BIYers
Buy-it-yourselfers research the materials,
hold up their end of the bargain by ensuring
finishes, and appliances their project requires, everything is delivered to the job site on time
then shop for the best deals possible on the
so that work proceeds smoothly.
items, purchase them, and have them
delivered to the work site.
For you, this means ordering exactly the right
types and quantities of materials and pinning
That way, they avoid markups that a
down delivery dates and times. Let your
contractor or subcontractor routinely applies
contractor know of any changes (a delivery
to the materials they buy. A BIYer also:
truck got stuck in Reno) right away.
•Avoids any hourly charges a contractor adds
for picking up and delivering the BIY
The Remodeling Contract
materials
Your remodeling contract should clearly state
•Negotiates directly with suppliers for the best what materials, appliances, and finishes you
price on items
will supply, and approximate delivery dates.
•Is able to find bargains a contractor may
Your contractor needs this information before
overlook
he can prepare an accurate bid for the work.
Good BIYers work closely with their

stated in writing and signed by both the
contractor and you. You'll want to make sure
that any casual suggestions for changes to the
scope of your project (and what you'll provide)
don't result in a contractor dispute.
What to BIY and What Not to
Stick to buying items that will be visible when
the project's done and leave everything else for
your contractor to get. Not only will you be in
charge of high-profile finishes, materials, and
appliances, but you'll be assured of getting the
look that makes you happy.
Here are items that make sense for the BIYer
to get:
In the kitchen:
•Kitchen cabinets
•Cabinet hardware (pulls and knobs)
•Countertops
•Flooring
•Appliances
•Sinks
•Faucets
•Light fixtures
In the bathroom:
•Tubs and modular shower enclosures
•Wall tile
•Flooring
•Faucets, shower heads, and tub fillers
•Vanities and cabinets
•Toilets and bidets
•Sinks
•Light fixtures
•Exhaust fans
•Countertops
Around the house:
•Flooring
•Permanent light fixtures
•Siding
•Entry doors
•Interior doors
•Garage doors
•Exterior light fixtures
•Paint
•Landscaping block and stone
Almost everything else is best left to your
contractor, including lumber, fasteners,
sheathing, concrete, plumbing pipes, electrical
wiring, HVAC components, and insulation.
Continued on Page 11.
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Buying Materials for Your Contractor:
How Much Do You Save?
Continued from Page 10.
Other items are a matter of coordinating with
your contractor or designer. Roofing, for
example, requires specialized knowledge of
how to measure roofs and estimate materials.
Once estimated, however, you can choose the
style and shop for the right price. Just be sure
that you and your contractor are on the same
page about your involvement.
Other items that require specialized
knowledge include:
•Windows. Between rough openings,
replacement options, and window sizes
themselves (Did you know that 3/0 means 36
inches?), leave the ordering to your pro.
•Gutters and downspouts. Some runs of gutter
may be too long to handle repeated expansion
and contraction caused by temperature
fluctuations. Have a pro advise.
•Paving materials. Brick, stone, asphalt, and
concrete require a good knowledge of
thickness requirements for the base as well as
the paving material itself. Let a pro help.
•Insulation. This item doesn't really benefit
from BIY; your contractor will know local
codes and installation techniques.
•Masonry. For siding veneers and
landscaping, you pick the type of stone or
brick and let an experienced hand do the
ordering and return unused materials.
How to Buy It Right
Ah! The fun part! If you're working with a
designer/builder or hiring an architect, you'll
have plans for the finished project. Those
plans should include a materials take-off -- a
list of everything needed for the project.
Armed with that list, you'll be able to shop for
exactly the right amount of materials and
calculate the price. Confer with your
contractor so you'll both agree on the items
you'll be shopping for.
Beware of making changes. For example, if
plans call for a 36-inch gas range, but while
shopping you find an amazing deal on a 36inch electric range, you might gum up the
works if you buy it. The size is right, but your
contractor may have already run a gas line - not an electrical circuit -- to your range
location.
Could you still make the switch? Sure, but
you'll pay for any extra work. In addition, the
change takes time and may throw other
subcontractors off their schedules.

What If There's No Contractor?
If your job is fairly small and you're planning
on using a carpenter or handyman for the
work, then you'll have to do all the measuring
and purchasing yourself.
Here's helpful advice to get it right:
Measure twice and cut once is the old saying,
and it's a good one. Always double check
measurements and write everything down in a
project notebook or in a notebook app that
you'll always have with you on your mobile
phone or pad.

Watch out for oddballs. Not your handyman - your choices. If you're picking one-of-a-kind
items from overseas or the salvage yard, make
sure your handyman is up for the challenge.
And make sure you're ready to cough up a few
extra bucks for the extra work and creative
solutions required.
Managing Deliveries
Keep the job running smoothly by managing
delivery dates and times. Make sure you or
someone you trust will be there to oversee
arrival and storage.

Your job is made easier by the many
materials calculators available online, as well
as home improvement apps you can
download to your mobile device. Big-box
stores offer them at their websites, and you
can search according to your needs.

Pinpoint delivery times. When ordering, try to
establish exact times for delivery of materials
and appliances. Record the vendor's customer
service number and give them a ring two or
three days prior to delivery to make sure it'll
be on time.

Lowe's, for example, has helpful calculators
for flooring, paint, mulch, wallpaper, and
other materials.

Make sure your contractor or handyman
knows those critical delivery dates and times.

Add 10% to measurements of walls, floors,
ceilings, and other large surfaces. That
ensures you'll have enough materials to cover
broken pieces and slip-ups.

Clear a space in your garage or spare room, or
somewhere on site to stash materials and other
goods. There's nothing wrong with stockpiling
materials ahead of installation dates if you
have a place to put them.

Enlist help when measuring cabinets and
countertops. Home improvement stores have
design centers that will help you fit cabinets
correctly. They'll send out subcontractors - free of charge -- to measure your space to
ensure accuracy.
Ditto for countertop fabricators. Most insist
on taking their own measurements and
checking walls for squareness to ensure a
good fit.

One More Thing
It bears repeating -- the BIY path is one of
collaboration and communication. You've
signed on to be part of a team, however small
it may be. Be a good team player, make sure
everything runs smoothly, and you'll end up
saving money on your remodel.
Visit HouseLogic.com for more articles like
this. Reprinted from HouseLogic.com with
permission of the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®
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Siding: A Guide to the Options
By: John Riha
When replacing siding, you'll often recoup a
significant amount of your investment, but
there are tradeoffs in maintenance, price,
and sustainability.
Perhaps no other building material plays
such as key role in your home as siding. It
protects your house against the harshest
elements and is a factor in your home's
appearance, architectural character, and
value.
A vinyl siding replacement, for instance,
recovers 75% of its initial cost -- $13,350 - at resale, according to the "Remodeling
Impact Report" from the National
Association of REALTORS?.

Benefits: Light weight makes for speedy
installation; can be retrofit over existing
siding; little maintenance; top-quality brands
offer transferable lifetime guarantees to
subsequent buyers.
Drawbacks: Seams will show where the
ends of standard 12-foot panels overlap.
Extra-long panels virtually eliminate seams
for an additional cost of about 30%.
Green factor: Vinyl has a long replacement
cycle of 30 to 50 years, but the same
ingredient that makes it durable -- polyvinyl
chloride or PVC -- doesn't degrade in
landfills. Byproducts of PVC production
may include dioxin and other toxins.
Cost: Material per sq. ft., installed: $2 to $6

Fiber-cement siding does better with a
return of 83% on an investment of $18,000
but also gets high marks from homeowners
polled for the "Report" who gave their fibercement siding project a perfect Joy Score of
10 -- a rating based on those who said they
were happy or satisfied with their
remodeling, with 10 being the highest rating
and 1 the lowest.
Here's our guide to common siding
replacement options based on your budget,
maintenance tolerance, and green priorities.
Vinyl
Vinyl is the most popular choice for home
siding on new homes in the U.S., according
to 2008 U.S. Census Bureau data. It is
tough, durable, and widely available in
many styles and colors. Color permeates the
material and won't reveal nicks and
scratches.
Today's standards ensure that vinyl siding
will maintain its shape in extreme
temperatures, provide resistance to high
winds, retain its color, and meet or exceed
other manufacturer claims. Labeling should
indicate if it conforms to the American
Society for Testing and Materials' standard,
expressed as ASTM D3679. Or ask you

Metal
The popularity -- and availability -- of steel
and aluminum siding is waning because
vinyl has evolved as the better low-cost
option. Metal siding comes in many
prefinished colors and features styles that
mimic wood. Modern metal sidings are
dent-resistant, insect- and fire-proof, and
require little maintenance. With proper care,
steel and aluminum siding will last more
than 50 years.
Benefits: Light weight speeds installation;
baked-on paint enamel finishes won't need
periodic repainting.
Drawbacks: Not readily available in all
areas; dents are permanent; scratches should
be touched up with a quality, color-matched
house paint.
Green factor: Aluminum siding products
may contain up to 30% recycled content.
Cost: Material per sq. ft., installed: $3 to $5
Fiber-Cement
Fiber-cement siding is made from a mixture
of wood fibers, Portland cement, clay, and
sand. It's slowly gaining market share as
consumers become more aware of its rugged
durability, low maintenance, and weatherresistance. Because it's made from a liquid
cementitious mixture, it can be molded to
closely resemble painted wood, stucco, or
masonry. It's also termite-proof, fireresistant, and doesn't rot. A 30-year
warranty is standard. Most home
improvement stores carry samples.

eliminates the need for painting after
installation, yet the material accepts
repainting easily when you want to change
colors. It resists thermal expansion and
contraction, so paint and caulk hold up well;
in some areas, fiber-cement is considered to
be masonry and may qualify you for lower
home insurance premiums -- check with your
agent.
Drawbacks: Fiber-cement materials are
heavy. Installation requires specialty tools
and techniques, adding to labor costs (about
50% more than vinyl). Search for bids and
find an installer who's familiar with the
product. Check contractor services, such as
HomeBlue or ServiceMagic. Retrofits require
a complete tear-off of the old siding, a job
that requires one or two days for a 2,450
square-foot house and adds about 5% to the
total cost of the project.
Green factor: The production of Portland
cement is associated with CO2 emissions,
which are probably offset by the material's
extreme longevity. However, because fibercement is relatively new, that longevity has
yet to bear out.
Cost: Fiber-cement horizontal board siding
per sq. ft., installed: $6 to $11
Wood
Wood siding comes in many species and
grades, and what you select -- and pay - depends on how you plan to finish the
material. If you want the natural beauty of
wood to show through a clear or semitransparent stain, you'll need to opt for more
expensive grades with fewer knots and other
defects.
If you plan to paint or use an opaque stain,
you can select less expensive grades of wood.
Lumber yards and home improvement
centers may stock only one or two examples,
so view styles and compare prices at an
online store, such as BuildDirect.
Continued on Page 15.
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About Need a Helping Hand
In January of 1998, at the age of 50, I started with our company! I am
decided to start my company Need A honored that they choose to work with
Helping Hand.
us and are grateful for all the clients
and their families that have trusted us
Now a family owned business, we
to take care of their loved ones. Our
have served clients in Northwest
high retention of caregivers means
Indiana for over 21 years. We offer
consistent care to our patients. And
24/7 personalized home care to all
consistent caregivers provide comfort
types of patients. We specialize in
and security for our patients. Rather
caring for hospice and Parkinson’s
than receiving a new caregiver each
patients but we provide care to all
shift, our clients look forward to seeing
patients. We also service clients in
their dedicated caregiver.
Assisted Living homes. Our dedicated I am very thankful that I was given the
caregivers are our greatest strength.
opportunity in this country to go after a
As of today, we have more than 130 dream and make it come true.
caregivers who work with us and all
have had nationwide criminal
We are licensed, bonded, and insured
background checks.
and offer customized care to meet your
needs. Call Jill or Alexandra today at
We know that happy caregivers equal 219-864-1940 to schedule a free
satisfied clients. We have many
complimentary consultation.
dedicated live-ins, CNA’s and
caregivers who have worked with us Judy Ackerman
Owner

Client Testimonials
Thank you for all that you do. You were
always there for me & I felt confident
that all 3 caregivers were always there
carrying for my mom. All three of them
were exceptional & were wonderful. My
mom's church leaders are starting a list
of caregiver services & you are on top of
the list! Thank you so much!
My dad was very happy with the
caregiver your agency found for him, she
was a part of our family!
Your caregiver was very loving and
caring to my mother. My mother adored
her! She was professional at all times
and did an outstanding job! My family
could not have asked for more from her.
She always made my mom comfortable.
I believe my mom held on longer due to
her care and I'm thankful for that. I
would highly recommend Need A
Helping Hand service to anyone in the
same situation. Thank you & her very
much!

From Our Caregivers
I choose to work here because
everybody helps each other and cares
for each other. From ladies at the office
to other caregivers on the jobs.
Everyone within agency is always kind,
helpful & compassionate. Not only
with clients, but to their caregivers as
well. They truly create an atmosphere
where you feel like family.
It's an honor to be a part of a company
that exemplifies the highest
commitment and service for our clients.
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Stroke Prevention and Treatment
By Residences at Deer Creek Staff
Residences at Deer Creek recently hosted a
seminar by Neurologist Sarah Song, MD,
MPH, FAHA, FAAN, Associate Professor
in the Section of Cerebrovascular Disease,
in the Department of Neurological Sciences,
of Rush University Medical Center. Dr.
Song specializes in the study, prevention,
and treatment of stroke. Her message by and
large was that stroke is a treatable and
preventable disease – good news indeed!
What is a Stroke?
A stroke is a blockage or a breakage of a
blood vessel in our brain. Blood vessels
travel throughout the whole body, from the
heart which pumps blood out to every
organ, including out to the arms and legs,
and especially to our brain. When a blood
vessel in our brain is blocked, brain damage
can occur because of lack of blood flow.
There are various causes for stroke, some of
which include problems with the heart such
as rhythm problems, heart attacks, or
problems with the heart pumping. Other
issues can be caused by problems with
blood, such as an infection, or blood
thickening. Other problems can be caused
by issues with the vessels themselves such
as hardening of the arteries, or
atherosclerosis. Some causes of
atherosclerosis include cholesterol build up
in the blood, high blood pressure, smoking,
and diabetes. Atherosclerosis causes heart
attacks and strokes by blocking vessels in
our heart and brain. It can also cause
narrowing in our neck vessels, called carotid
stenosis.
While there are some stroke risk factors we
cannot control, such as age (risk doubles
each decade after 55), gender (men have
50% higher risk as women), race-ethnicity
(African American, Hispanic, and Asians
have twice the risk as Caucasians), and
genetics (first degree relatives have a higher
risk), there are many risk factors we can
control.
Talk to your doctor about steps you can take
to prevent stroke. Some stroke risk factors
we CAN control include:
• High blood pressure
• Diabetes
• Smoking cigarettes
• High cholesterol
• Obesity
• Coronary artery disease (heart attacks)
• Heart problems (irregular heart rhythms,
congestive heart failure)

When you think you or someone else might
be having a stroke, call 911 as quickly as
possible. Symptoms to be mindful of
include:
• Arm or leg weakness on one side
• Facial droop
• Numbness on one side
• Difficulty understanding
• Garbled speech
• Blurred or loss of vision on one side
• Inability to walk straight
• Loss of coordination
• Loss of memory
• Severe headache for no reason
If you or someone else is experiencing any
of these symptoms, Dr. Song was adamant
that the only option is to call 911
immediately. The reason for this is that
there is only one medication approved to
treat stroke, but it has to be given within
three or four and a half hours. It’s called
TPA, and the sooner the medication is
given, the better chance it has of working.
This means it is important to not wait and
see if it gets better, or lay down and take a
nap. The only thing to do is call 911.

TPA is given through an IV, and takes about
an hour. It breaks up any blood clots,
including clots in the brain. By receiving the
medication, the symptoms of a stroke might
be improved, or even go away completely.
Not everyone will qualify to receive the
medication, so it helps to be seen as soon as
possible.
The Best Things to do to Prevent a stroke
are:
• Eat healthfully
• Take medications as prescribed
• See your doctors regularly
• Reduce stress as much as possible
• Exercise regularly
• Be proactive about your health
• Don’t smoke
Dr. Song reiterated that stroke is a
preventable and treatable disease, given the
guidelines for treatment are followed, and
empowered the seminar attendees to take
charge of their health, and to call 911 right
away it there is a suspected stroke.
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Survey: More Americans Considering Marijuana
and Cannabinoids for Pain
Millennials lead the escalating interest in
marijuana and cannabinoid compounds for
managing pain - with older generations not
far behind - yet most are unaware of
potential risks. Three-quarters (75%) of
Americans who expressed interest in using
marijuana or cannabinoids to address pain
think they are safer or have fewer side
effects than opioids or other medications,
according to a nationwide survey
commissioned by the American Society of
Anesthesiologists (ASA).
More than two-thirds of those surveyed said
they have used or would consider using
marijuana or cannabinoid compounds
- including cannabidiol (CBD) and
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) - to manage
pain. Nearly three-quarters of millennials
fall in that category, with 37% noting they
have used them for pain. Two-thirds of Gen
Xers and baby boomers expressed interest,
with 25% of Gen Xers and 18% of baby
boomers saying they have used them for
pain.
"As experts in managing pain, physician
anesthesiologists are concerned about the
lack of research regarding the safety and
effectiveness of marijuana and
cannabinoids," said ASA Immediate Past
President Linda J. Mason, M.D., FASA.
"The good news is that until the research is
completed and we fully understand the risks
and potential benefits, physician
anesthesiologists today can develop a

personalized plan for patients' pain drawing
from effective alternatives such as non-opioid
medications and other therapies, including
injections, nerve blocks, physical therapy,
radio waves and spinal cord stimulation."
ASA members point out that marijuana and
cannabinoids may not be safer than other
medications and can have side effects.
Equally disturbing, these products are not
regulated or monitored for quality.
Marijuana and cannabinoid safety and
oversight
Results of the nationwide survey of adults 18
or older confirm physician anesthesiologists'
concerns. When respondents who said they
have used or would consider using marijuana
or cannabinoids were asked why, the majority
(62%) said they believe them to be safer than
opioids and 57% believe they have fewer side
effects than other medications.
Even though it is widely available, CBD is
not regulated. The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has approved only one
prescription version of CBD for patients with
one of two rare forms of epilepsy. (No form
of marijuana is approved by the FDA and the
federal government considers it a controlled
substance and illegal.) Thirty-three states and
Washington, D.C., have legalized marijuana
in some form (for recreational or medical use)
but all set their own regulations, which vary.
Studies have shown that no matter what the
label says, the actual ingredients may differ,
and may contain dangerous synthetic

Siding: A Guide to the Options
Continued from Page 12.
Benefits: Easy-to-shape-and-cut material
requires few specialized skills for
installation, reducing labor costs; with
proper care, wood will last 100 years or
more -- longer than synthetic materials;
superior aesthetics.
Drawbacks: Can be expensive; requires
repainting every 5 years, re-staining every 3
years, or applying a clear finish every 2
years, for which a professional painter will
charge thousands; retrofitting with wood
means a complete tear-off of existing
materials; non-moisture-resistant species,
such as pine and fir, are susceptible to rot.
Green factor: Wood siding biodegrades in
landfills; the finest grades come from oldgrowth timber. Ease logging pressure on
diminishing old-growth forests by selecting
repurposed material or wood certified by the
Forest Service Council. FSC-certified wood
comes from sustainable forests.

Cost: Wood clapboard (associated with fine
homebuilding) per sq. ft., installed: $6 to $9
Cost: Wood shingles (prized for cottage-style
appearance) per sq. ft., installed: $3 to $6
With so many options and variables to
consider, spend some time researching
various materials in regards to your budget.

compounds, pesticides and other impurities.
Yet the survey results reflect a
misunderstanding of that reality. Among all
surveyed (including those who said they would
never use marijuana or cannabinoids):
* 57% believe more research is needed
* More than one-third (34%) don't feel the need
to discuss using these products with their doctor
* Nearly three out of five (58%) think they have
fewer side effects than other medications
* Nearly half (48%) think they know what they
are getting with marijuana or cannabinoids
* 40% believe CBD sold at grocery stores, truck
stops, health food stores or medical marijuana
dispensaries is approved by the FDA. The
younger the generation, the more likely they
were to believe that is the case.
The ASA recently endorsed two bills that seek
to expand research on CBD and marijuana:
H.R. 601, the "Medical Cannabis Research Act
of 2019" and S. 2032, the "Cannabidiol and
Marihuana Research Expansion Act."
The five-question Caravan Survey was
conducted online by Engine, Aug. 5-7, 2019,
among 1,005 adults, comprising 503 men and
502 women, 18 years or older. For more
information about pain management alternatives
visit
https://www.asahq.org/whensecondscount/painmanagement/non-opioid-treatment/. To learn
more about the role physician anesthesiologists
play in medical care, including surgery, visit
www.asahq.org/WhenSecondsCount. (BPT)
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One Policy Protecting Two Lives.
That's Peace of Mind.

Get long-term care (LTC) protection for less — together. With
the one-of-a-kind joint protection of Asset-Care®, you can
cover two people on the same policy for less than two
individual Asset-Care policies.
Joint protection Asset-Care is unlike anything else on the
market today. Multiple pairings of people can be protected for
less money on one policy versus purchasing two individual
policies*. Consider your business partner, parent, child, sibling,
spouse or other loved one as your plus one and receive access
to a larger LTC benefits pool, even if you both need LTC at the
same time.
Beyond the cost savings, joint Asset-Care offers more:
• Both insureds are eligible for the full monthly benefit, even
if they need LTC services at the same time.
• When one insured passes away, the second can continue to
access available LTC benefits.
• If the entire death benefit is not needed for LTC, the second
insured can leave any remaining amount to their heirs.
*The two individuals must be within 25 years of age.

No matter where life takes you, you’re both protected.
Chances are, you know someone who has needed LTC
services, is receiving them now, or may require such care in
the future. No one can predict who will need LTC benefits or
when. No one knows where care will be required, either — at
home, in assisted living, in a nursing home, or elsewhere. For
each of these unknowns, Asset-Care provides peace of mind
for two individuals and for their loved ones.
Learn more today! Let’s talk about the ways joint Asset-Care
can save you money over other options — while also helping
you enjoy peace of mind about your future.
Schedule an appointment today:
GENAY AIREY
AIREY FINANCIAL GROUP
219-650-4050
gairey@aireyfinancialgroup.com
Note: Products issued and underwritten by The State Life Insurance Company® (State Life), Indianapolis, IN, a OneAmerica company that offers the Care Solutions product suite. Asset-Care
Form numbers: L301, R501 and SA31. In ID: L301 (ID); SA31, R501.
Not available in all states or may vary by state. All guarantees are subject to the claims-paying ability of State Life.
This is a solicitation of insurance. An insurance agent or insurance company will contact you. The policies and long- term care insurance riders have exclusions and limitations. For cost and
complete details of coverage, contact your insurance agent or company. Provided content is for overview and informational purposes only and is not intended as tax, legal, fiduciary, or
investment advice.
NOT A DEPOSIT • NOT FDIC OR NCUA INSURED • NOT BANK OR CREDIT UNION GUARANTEED • NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY • MAY LOSE VALUE
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7 Ways to Protect Yourself from Medicare Fraud
Every year, many seniors are targeted by
scammers who want to steal their
Medicare numbers to do things like rack
up fake health care charges and commit
identity theft. These scams hurt seniors
and other people eligible for Medicare,
cost taxpayers money, and result in higher
health care costs for everyone. The good
news is that you can protect yourself from
fraud and help Medicare stop scammers in
their tracks.

Medicare should still guard their Medicare
card and treat it like a credit card, check
Medicare claims summary forms for errors,
and be wary of any unsolicited requests for
your Medicare number. Medicare will never
call beneficiaries to ask for or check
Medicare numbers.

How to Spot Medicare Fraud
The first step in protecting yourself from
Medicare fraud is knowing how to spot it.
Over time, scammers have become very
sophisticated and advanced. One of the
latest scams you should look out for
concerns genetic testing. Scammers are
offering "free" genetic tests and claiming
Medicare will cover it - so they can get
your Medicare number and use it to
commit fraud and identity theft. Other
Medicare scams include offers for free or
reduced-price medical equipment,
consultations, or health services. These
scams can happen anywhere, including
through telemarketing calls, health fairs,
and even knocking on doors.

* DO protect your Medicare number and
treat your Medicare card like it's a credit
card.
* DO remember that nothing is ever "free."
Don't accept offers of money or gifts for free
medical care.

Last year, the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS) removed Social
Security numbers from all Medicare cards.
Even with this change, people with

To protect yourself from Medicare fraud,
keep these things to "do" and "don't do" in
mind:

* DO review your Medicare claims for errors

Enjoying NWI Seniors?
Request your free copy mailed
to your home at
WWW.NWISeniors.com or
call Georgene at 219-315-6569.

Free Senior Guide at
www.NWISeniors.com

charges, double billing or other fraudulent
activity, and waste or abuse.
* DO visit www.medicare.gov/fraud to learn
more about how you can protect yourself
from Medicare fraud.
* DON'T give your Medicare card or
Medicare number to anyone except your
doctor or people you know should have it.
* DON'T accept medical supplies,
equipment, or genetic testing kits from doorto-door salesmen or solicitors at a mall or
fair.
* DON'T let anyone persuade you to receive
health care services you don't need, such as
genetic testing. Only make these decisions
with your doctor.
Reporting Medicare Fraud
If you think you may have spotted fraud,
you should report it right away. No matter
how minimal the information you share is, it
could be the missing piece to stopping the
next fraud scheme. If you are a victim of
fraud, know that you won't be penalized or
lose your coverage for reporting it. Even if
you are not a victim, it's important to report
any fraud scams you encounter to Medicare.
Report suspected fraud by calling 1-800MEDICARE or online through the Office of
the Inspector General.
Information provided by the U.S.
Department of Health & Human Services.
(BPT)
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An Aging Family Member is Struggling with
Their Chronic Condition What Can You Do?
As we get older, the ones we love inevitably
age too. For many, there comes a time where
you are no longer just a son, daughter or
family member - you're a caregiver. Ensuring
your aging parent or loved one is able to
manage and afford their medical treatments
can have an enormous impact on their health
and quality of life.
Dan Klein, president and CEO of the Patient
Access Network (PAN) Foundation, the
largest independent charitable organization
dedicated to helping people pay their out-ofpocket costs for prescribed treatments, offers
five simple ways you can help an aging family
member manage their treatment - so you can
both live healthier and happier lives.
1. Meet with their doctor or healthcare
provider.
Building a relationship with their healthcare
provider will help lay the groundwork for
future communication and care management.
Before attending an appointment, talk to your
parent or family member about their needs
and concerns, make a list of the medications
they are taking and the renewals they may
need and determine together what you'd like
to accomplish. If drug costs are a financial
burden, don't be shy about asking for samples
or if there are less expensive generic
equivalents available.
2. Check in with the pharmacist.
Connecting with your parent or family
member's pharmacist is an excellent way to
become familiar with their treatment plan and
ask questions about potential side effects and
interactions of prescribed drugs. Be sure to
ask about mail order options offered by some
insurance plans and specialty pharmacies,
which can save money and time by delivering
a three-month supply of medication directly to
their home.
3. De-clutter the medicine cabinet.
It is common for those struggling with chronic
or multiple illnesses, particularly in old age, to
have multiple prescriptions from different
healthcare providers, each with complicated
regimens that may make it difficult to keep
track of what pills to take and when. You can
help by ensuring their medicines are
organized, accessible and stored
appropriately.
Auditing their medicine cabinet is a good
place to start. Make note of anything that is
running low and order refills where needed.

to appropriately dispose of medications that
have expired or are no longer necessary.
A pill organizer box can help keep track of
complicated treatment schedules and reduce
the risk of missing a dose or doses. Free pill
reminder apps, such as Medisafe Pill & Med
Reminder, allow you to manage the accounts
of multiple family members.
4. Review Medicare or insurance coverage.
Diagnoses and treatments can frequently
change and it's therefore important to ensure
your parent or family member's Medicare or
insurance plan still meets their needs. It is
worth paying particular attention to their
prescription drug plan, which can differ year
to year. Online tools, like The National
Council on Aging's Benefits Checkup Tool
and Medicare Interactive sponsored by the
Medicare Rights Center can help you review
benefits and find the best option for them.

They may also be eligible for other Medicare
programs - like a Low-Income Subsidy - that
can lower out-of-pocket costs.
5. Find out if charitable financial assistance
is available.
The PAN Foundation is one of several
charities that provides financial assistance for
out-of-pocket costs. You can learn more about
patient assistance charities at
panfoundation.org. You can also download
FundFinder, a free app developed by the PAN
Foundation that notifies you when assistance
becomes available from any of the major
charitable patient assistance foundations.
(BPT)
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Real Estate Trends
By Georgene Collins, Broker/Owner Collins Realty Group, Inc.

Outdated Decor
If you are preparing to sell your home,
consider changing these outdated design
trends to help you get top dollar.
Accent Wall
One wall painted with a contrast color is
no longer popular. Prepare your home for
sale by appealing to all buyers. While you
may like the accent color, potential buyers
may look at it as “something to fix” before
move in. Realtor.com recommends
painting all walls in a bold color, including
millwork and trim. You might even
consider wallpaper for all the walls in a
room. And while this is the current
recommendation, it may be challenging to
find that “bold” color or wallpaper that
will appeal to most buyers. White and
neutral colors may be best to get the sale.
Rose Gold
Avoid “Rose Gold” but consider different
shades of pink. According to Realtor.com,
bolder shades of pink are still popular. If
you have rose gold accents like door
handles or fixtures, you might want to
consider replacing these also.
Farmhouse style
Chip and Jo Gaines created a Farmhouse
Style craze so big that retailers over
produced furniture and home accents.
Soon, every home began to look the same
with mass produced identical décor. But
mass-produced furnishings lack
personality and come across as
impersonal. If you prefer the Farmhouse
style, Realtor.com recommends mixing up
your décor with personal, modern, and
unique furnishings. You can always enjoy
your favorite Farmhouse items in your new
home.
Open floor plans
This outdated trend is personal.
According to Justin Riordin, interior
designer, millennials want less open and
more defined spaces. Privacy was
reported as the most desirable feature.
Before you add walls and remodeling

costs, scout your neighborhood for recent
home sales. Check out whether sold
homes had an open space design. Many
trends are location specific. When you
sell your home, you want to consider your
local competition and recent solds. If
you’re not immediately ready to move
and you like closed spaces, remodeling
may be right for you. But if your plan is
to sell soon, consider the successful sales
in your area before investing in expensive
remodeling costs.

Top Home Listing Descriptions
When you sell your home, your marketing
copy highlights features and benefits.
Your Realtor® works with you to describe
the best features of your home that will
appeal to most buyers. According to
Point2Homes, there are three often used
descriptions for homes priced under $5
million. "Granite countertops",
"hardwood floors", and "stainless steel"
appliances are the top three. For homes
priced under $250,000, terms that
included buyer incentives, “new roof”,
and “move-in-ready” were at the top of
the list. Something to consider if you’re
planning to update your home before
placing it on the market. Other eyecatching terms were cul-de-sac, close to
restaurants and shopping, mature trees,
and private backyard.

Before You Buy or Sell a Smart
Home
According to the National Association of
Realtors® (NAR), buyers want to do their
homework when considering a “Smart
Home”. Smart homes have modern
technology for almost anything. Voice
recognition personal assistants like Echo
or Alexa will turn items in your home on
and off. Interior and exterior video
cameras help monitor property and
people around the clock. There are
toaster ovens with internal cameras so
you can watch your food cook without
leaving the couch. And there are motion
detection sensors that send an alarm
when someone falls. And new

Georgene is the Managing Broker and Co-Owner of Collins
Realty Group in Crown Point, Indiana. Georgene is a
Certified Environmental Access Consultant and Senior Real
Estate Specialist. Through her free home safety assessment,
Georgene helps seniors sell and move or age in place. Contact
Georgene at 219-315-6569 for your free assessment.

technology comes on the market every
day.
While these gadgets are wonderful
conveniences, they also come with some
risks. You need an Internet connection
and a hub to connect your devices to their
monitoring source. This presents privacy
and safety concerns for both the buyer
and the seller. The Internet is prone to
hacking and you typically need to register
personal information in a profile for your
hub. Before you buy or sell a smart home,
consider these recommendations, from
NAR:
1. State on your listing agreement exactly
what technology stays. If you are selling a
home and plan to take the Ring doorbell,
list it on the contract.
2. Sellers should turn over all technology
remotes at the closing table.
3. Make sure all programs are reset to
their default settings before buying or
selling a smart home.
4. Sellers should “wipe clean” accounts
and profiles connected to the device.
5. Buyers should research any privacy
concerns to ensure there were no
breaches with the program.
6. If breaches did occur, buyers should
make sure they are comfortable with the
way the company handled the breach.
Due to demand, many builders are
installing technology into new home
construction. While smart home
technology offers many safety features,
especially for seniors, be aware of the
risks as well. If you plan to purchase a
smart home, research the available
devices to stay safe.
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House Selling Tips: Why You Won't Get Your
Asking Price
By: Kelley Walters
A few small updates, which can be done on a
budget, can increase your home's value -- and
selling price.
While you can't change your home's location
or other market forces that determine home
value, there are some things you can control
that will affect what price you're offered.
Here are some small things that get in the way
of buyers seeing your home's true value -- and
some budget-friendly updates that'll fix them.
Neglected Exterior Maintenance
"Some buyers won't even go inside a house if
they don't like the outside," says Elizabeth
Hall of Realty Executives Associates in
Knoxville, Tennessee.
To get top dollar for your home (and lure in
those lookie-loos), take an exterior inventory
of little items you hardly notice that could be
red flags, like:
•Chipped paint
•Clogged gutters
•Torn screens
•Cobwebs on the porch
•A rusted or leaning mailbox

Carpet isn't necessarily a deal-breaker,
especially in bedrooms, but stained or wornout carpet? Buyers will likely submit low
offers so they can replace it.
If you can't make your carpet look good-asnew with a professional cleaning, get rid of it.
Better yet, install start tip 118 hardwood end
tip if possible -- today's buyers go ga-ga over
it.
A Cluttered Kitchen
Like friends at a party, many buyers go
straight to the kitchen. They want to envision
themselves there, making breakfast, putting
dishes away, whatever. Your cereal inventory
and salt-and-pepper collection pull them out of
that fantasy.
So clear the kitchen decks. That includes small
appliances on the counter, tchotchkes on the
window ledge -- everything but the essentials
you need to stay alive while your home is on
the market.
Basically, buyers want your home to look
move-in ready, says Ducharme.

it to paint the whole house. Consistency
makes the place feel larger.
While you're at it, repaint the front door.
The crisp, clean look of a new coat of paint
is a surefire way to boost curb appeal.
Empty Rooms
Decluttering is good. Totally clearing out is
overdoing it. Counterintuitive though it may
seem, empty rooms look smaller.
So leave some furniture strategically placed
(try putting the biggest piece to the far left,
since we typically scan left to right), and
you'll trick buyers' eyes into visualizing a
larger space.
Dirty Driveway
How long has it been since you really
looked at your driveway?
Like pulling weeds or putting down fresh
mulch, a clean driveway gives your home a
tidy, cared-for appearance.

"These small repairs give buyers confidence
that your home is well-maintained
throughout," says says Katie Ducharme of
Coastal Properties Group in Dunedin, Florida.

Pet or Cooking Odors
"Bad smells make buyers run," says Hall.
"They wonder what's going on - is the house
moldy, dirty, or what?"

"I ask all my clients to power wash it," says
Ducharme. "That final touch does double
duty as curb appeal and proper maintenance
-- both of which get you ever closer to your
dream sales price."

Dingy Lighting
Buyers aren't going to notice the crown
molding or the pro paint job if they can't see
them.

Sometimes you only need to clean the
refrigerator and garbage cans. But stronger
odors, like set-in cooking smells or pet funk,
require a more militant approach.

“Visit HouseLogic.com for more articles
like this. Reprinted from HouseLogic.com
with permission of the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®."

You want buyers to exclaim, "Ooo! It's so
bright!" when they walk in. Because a well-lit
home feels larger and more inviting. Plus, it
feels like it's not hiding anything, either.

Wash or professionally clean everything,
especially soft surfaces like curtains, carpets,
and pet bedding. Bathe the pets regularly, too.

Increase the wattage for each light fixture, and
go for bulbs with a warm tint to give your
home an inviting golden glow. And don't
forget this easy-to-miss step: clean the light
fixtures so those bulbs can do their job.

If odors are so strong that they've permeated
the home (your agent can give you an honest
opinion, as homeowners are often noseblind),
consider replacing carpet and drapes and
repainting using an odor-blocking primer like
Kilz.
Different Paint Colors
If every member of your family used their
bedroom walls to express their personalities, or
your interior looks like 1993 showed up for a
dance party and never left, buyers have a hard
time seeing themselves living there.
Cohesive, neutral colors to the rescue. Greige
or white are timeless winners. Put together a
single, coordinated palette of neutrals and use

Free Senior Guide at
WWW.NWISeniors.com
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Top 10 Tips To Sell Your Home
If you’ve made the decision to put your house
on the market, there are a few more steps you
need to take before you put the "For Sale"
sign in your front yard. In fact, by taking the
time to carefully go through your house from
the perspective of a potential buyer, you’ll see
the potential problem areas that could prevent
offers from coming in.
Following these suggestions – which include
some simple, common-sense items and more
time-intensive tasks – will pay off in the longrun when the perfect buyer walks through
your door.
1. The Power of Paint. If your home needs to
be painted, this is the time to do it. The
interior paint job should be fresh and clean
and in a single, neutral color throughout. The
same goes for the exterior. And, don't forget
shutters and windows. If your home has vinyl
or aluminum siding, be sure it's clean. Moldy,
dirty siding will tell a buyer that your home
has not been taken care of properly.
2. Clean the Carpets. If your carpets are in
decent condidtion, a professional cleaning can
help refresh them. But old, matted carpeting
will be a detriment to your home selling. If
you have hardwood floors under old carpet,
tear up the carpet to expose them.
3. Check Off the Repair List. Make a list of
all those little repairs you've let go. Then

make a plan to fix each one. The hole in the
screen, the loose doorknob, the doorbell that
doesn't work and the leaky faucet must all be
repaired before buyers start looking at your
home.
4. Consider New Appliances. If your home's
appliances, like the dishwasher, oven,
refrigerator and washer and dryer, are old and
outdated, it could pay to replace them. Buyers
do not want to be faced with the possibility of
having to replace appliances upon moving in to
a new house. Shiny, new appliances already in
place will be a big selling point.
5. De-Clutter to Create More Space. Clear your
house of clutter and debris. Get rid of piles of
old newspapers and magazines, the old clothes
that don't fit, the closet full of small appliances
that don't work, dust-filled collections of
knickknacks, etc. Clean, open spaces make
your home look bigger to prospective buyers.
6. Not So Personal. Minimize the amount of
personal items and mementos in your home.
Prospective buyers want to imagine themselves
living in the home. Too many family pictures
will make them feel that they're invading your
home, not inspecting their future home.
7. Back-to-Basics Cleaning. It may go without
saying, but you need to clean your house top to
bottom including walls, floors, furniture and
tabletops. Everything should be sparkling clean

when a buyer makes that all-important first
visit. Don't leave dirty dishes in the sink,
crumbs on the counter or laundry stacked in
the bedroom.
8. Create Curb Appeal. Take a fresh look at
your home from the street. Does it have curb
appeal? Is it warm, inviting and well-kept?
Make sure by mowing the lawn, weeding
garden areas, trimming unruly bushes,
resealing the driveway and sweeping the
porch.
9. Don’t Forget the Closets. Clean out closets
so they appear more spacious. Closets are an
important feature to today's buyers so make
yours look as roomy as possible. If they're
still cluttered after cleaning them out, remove
items you don't need now and put them in
storage.
10. First Impression. Pay particular attention
to your front door. Repaint it if necessary.
Polish the doorknob and knocker and clean
the glass and screen door. When a buyer
waits at the front door to enter, make sure he
or she sees that your home was cared for
lovingly.
For more tips on how to get your house sold,
contact Georgene Collins, Broker at 219315-6569.
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Hey, Buyers: These Home Appraisal Tips Are for You
By HouseLogic
What to expect, when to negotiate, and how
to deal when things don't go your way.
Most people have deeply personal reasons
for wanting to buy a home. Maybe it's the
bathroom that feels like a dreamy, modern
spa. Or that two-tiered deck just made for
parties.
Your lender doesn't care about the
freestanding tub. Or the built-in outdoor fire
pit. Their only concern is that the house you
buy is worth as much as the value of your
mortgage.
To them, a house isn't a home. It's collateral.
(Harsh, but true.) If someday, for some
reason, you can't make your mortgage
payments, the lender can foreclose on the
home and sell it to recoup all or some of its
costs. (Even harsher, but also true.)
For that reason, a home must be valued at,
or above, the agreed-upon purchase price,
and this has to happen before you can close
on a house. That's where a home appraiser
comes in.
A Home Appraiser Is Neutral (Like
Switzerland)
After you sign a home purchase agreement
(the contract between you and the seller
about the terms of the pending sale), and
before your lender approves your loan, the
home you're buying must pass an appraisal - an assessment of the property's value by an
unbiased third party: the appraiser.
An appraiser is a state-licensed or -certified
professional. Their job is to assess an
opinion of value-how much a house is
worth. The appraiser is on no one's side.
They don't represent you or the seller;
instead, this person is a contractor chosen by
your lender through an appraisal
management company (AMC), a separate,
neutral entity that maintains a roster of
appraisers.
Appraisers survey a house in person, using
five main criteria to determine the value of a
home:
•Location
•Age
•Condition
•Additions or renovations
•Recent sales of comparable homes

Be Prepared to Pay for the Appraisal -- or
to Negotiate
Generally speaking, the home buyer is
responsible for paying for the appraisal -- and
the fee is typically wrapped into your closing
costs. However, who pays for appraisal is
negotiable. It never hurts to see if the seller is
willing to cover it.
How much money are we talking about? The
average professional home appraisal will run
between $287 and $373, according to
estimates by the home-professionals resource
HomeAdvisor.com. Costs can vary
depending on the square footage and quirks
of the house, with higher appraisal prices for
larger or more unique homes.

Typically, a purchase agreement has a "home
appraisal contingency" requiring that the
appraisal be completed within 14 days of the
sales contract being signed. Because it takes
appraisers some time to visit your house and
write a report -- up to a week, or longer in a
busy housing market -- your lender will order
the appraisal immediately after you sign the
purchase agreement.
So, You Have a Valuation. Here's What It
Means -- and What to Do Next
When the appraisal is finished, the appraiser
issues a written report with his or her opinion
of the value of the home. To produce the
report, they use their analysis of the property
and data from comparable homes, as well as
review the purchase offer. The report will
outline their methodology and also include
photographs that they've taken of the
property, inside and out.
You and your lender will both receive a copy
of the report. Three things could happen next:
If the appraiser's valuation matches the price
you and the seller agreed to for the home:
Your lender will proceed to underwrite your
loan. Great news: This is the final step in
your loan-getting process! If the appraiser's
valuation is higher than what you're paying
for the home: Congratulations! You've
gained immediate equity. How, you ask?
Let's say, for example, you're paying
$200,000 for the house. If the appraiser says
it's worth $250,000 -- jackpot. That's an
instant $50,000 in equity. (Keep in mind, this
is very rare.) If the appraisal is lower than
what you've agreed to pay for the home:
Your lender won't give you a loan for more

than the appraised value. If you and the
seller agreed on $200,000, for example, but
the appraisal is $190,000, that creates a
$10,000 shortfall. So what happens next?
Don't despair -- not yet. If you're faced with
a low appraisal, there are several ways the
deal can still go through.
If an Appraisal Is Low, You Can Still
Make It Work
Before we talk strategy, some reasons why
appraisals come in lower than expected:
•The seller overvalued the price of the home.
•The appraiser isn't familiar with the
neighborhood.
•The appraiser overlooked pending sales
data.
•The appraiser had trouble or missed
comparable homes, so they compared your
home with properties outside the
neighborhood.
•Home prices in the area are changing so
fast that the listing agent's price no longer
reflects the market.
•The appraiser rushed the job.
Continued on Page 23.
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5 Suck-It-Up Questions to Ask Before Spurning a
Low-Ball Offer
By: Lisa Kahn
Feeling insulted is normal. But don't let it
get in the way of what might be a good deal.
You've invested a great deal in this house.
So when the time comes to put it on the
market, you expect potential buyers to
recognize its true value. But sometimes, you
get an offer that's so far below your asking
price it feels like someone pitched a baseball
straight at your stomach.
Should you simply walk away from such a
number? Or does it make sense to pause and
weigh your options? Here are some points to
consider before you decide:
#1 Is It Really Low-Ball, or Just Lower
Than You Wanted?
Some agents define a low-ball offer as 25%
or more below list. In areas where there's a
shortage of available homes, that figure may
drop to 20%.
"What defines low-ball varies from market
to market and even submarket to submarket,
but certainly from price range to price
range," says Steve McLinden of
Bankrate.com.
In other words, it's likely that an offer of
$80,000 on a $100,000 home will be more
quickly dismissed than a $1.6 million offer
on a $2 million home, he says.

#2 Should You Immediately Reject a LowBall Bid?
Although your feelings may be hurt, giving in
to the drama monster won't get your house
sold. "When the low-ball offer comes in it can
be upsetting, but it doesn't have to be," says
Bill Gassett of RE/MAX Executive Realty in
Hopkinton, Mass. "The fact that someone
wants to buy your home is a good thing and
you should deal with every offer -- unless it's
just completely ridiculous."
What constitutes a "ridiculous" offer? Anything
significantly less than 25% below your list
price should probably trigger warning bells.
However, it pays to rely on your agent's
expertise to help you decide on the right
response.
Countering, rather than ignoring, a low offer is
often the smartest strategy. A counter to a lowball offer "shows buyers you're willing to work
with them," says Eric Snyder of Douglas
Elliman in Boca Raton, Fla. After all, he
reasons, "it's not about where buyers start, it's
where they end up."
And you'll never have a chance of getting to
that final number if you allow your emotions to
cloud your judgment.
#3 Is Your Price Too High?
Sometimes when a seller receives one -- or
more -- low-ball bids, it may be because the
asking price for the home is out of step with the
market.
Before you set a price, your agent will provide
you with comps - for-sale listings of similar
properties in the area -- along with a pricing
recommendation. Your best bet is pricing that

higher price, you might have to tweak your
price to invite more reasonable offers, which
is just going to delay the sale.
#4 What Do You Really Need?
There may be factors involved in selling
your home that are more important to you
than price. Perhaps you need to sell quickly
because you're buying another home. Maybe
an all-cash deal would make your life a lot
easier. There are a number of potential deal
sweeteners that a potential buyer could
provide that may make a low offer more
appealing. These include:
•A preferred closing date
•A solid mortgage pre-approval letter from
the buyer (not just a pre-qualification)
•A larger down payment
•Fewer inspection contingencies
#5 Will You Look Too Desperate?
Don't worry about how your willingness to
entertain a low-ball offer is perceived. What
matters most is the result, says McLinden.
"Some sellers get so wrapped up in
righteous indignation following an
'insulting' offer that they tell their agent to
refuse all further communication from the
offender," he says. And while that may
soothe your wounded ego, it won't help sell
your house.
“Visit HouseLogic.com for more articles
like this. Reprinted from HouseLogic.com
with permission of the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS®."
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Continued from Page 22.
If the appraisal comes in low, your agent will
offer recommendations about how to proceed.
In general, your best strategy is to persuade
the seller to lower the sales price, or to split
the difference between the home's appraised
value and the price with you. This is when
you can rely on your agent -- and their
negotiating skills -- to go to bat for you.

you agreed upon with the seller and present
this information to your lender, who will
forward it to the appraiser for a re-evaluation
of the home's value. Ultimately, though, it's
up to the appraiser to decide whether to revise
their valuation of the property.

You can also appeal the appraisal assessment.
You'll work with your agent to research
comparable homes that support the sales price

•You'll have to pay for it out of pocket (or
persuade the seller to foot the bill).
•You're more likely able to challenge an
appraisal for a conventional loan than a
government loan. And you'd need solid facts
to back it up in either case.
•There's no guarantee that it will be higher
and meet the sales price.

Alternately, you can ask your lender for a
second appraisal, though there are caveats:

The last option: You can come up with the
cash yourself to cover the difference between
the home's price and the appraised value.
If you don't want to take that route (and who
could blame you?), a purchase agreement's
home appraisal contingency gives you the
ability to walk away from the deal scot-free,
and with your earnest money deposit in hand.
But today, let's assume it all works out. With
the appraisal behind you, you'll be one step
closer to closing on that house.
“Visit HouseLogic.com for more articles like
this. Reprinted from HouseLogic.com with
permission of the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®."
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Free Home Selling Services
Collins Realty Group isn't your typical real estate company. We go above and beyond to earn your business. You expect value and service and
the team at Collins Realty Group over delivers! We do so much more than put up a yard sign and place your home in the Multiple Listing Service
(MLS). Besides a comparative market analysis of your home, we offer free home selling services designed to put you above the competition.

Value-Added Service 1:
Pre-Sale Home Inspection
Value: $350-$500*
*Depends on size of home
Realtors® insist on a home inspection for the buyer to protect their client but what about the seller? Sellers need a pre-sale home inspection too!
A pre-sale home inspection helps sellers:
Know upfront safety and major defects to avoid surprises with the buyer’s inspection
Decide whether to fix their problems or sell the home “as is”
Determine the best pricing strategy for the seller’s goals
Know how to negotiate when the buyer’s inspection requests are presented

Value-Added Service 2:
Professional Staging Consultation
Value: $200
Staged homes sell faster and for more money. Why leave money on the table? We give our listing clients a Staging Consultation by a Certified
Staging Real Estate Professional. Once we assess your home from the “Buyer’s” eyes, we’ll give you a full report of tips and expert advice to
prepare your home to highlight its best features and place you above the competition.

Value-Added Service 3:
Drone Video & Photography
by an FAA Drone Pilot!
Value: $500

Many Realtors® use their cell phone to take pictures of your home. But cell phone pictures are dull and never fully capture the home’s best
features. Drone videography and photography are different. Drones capture beautiful aerial views of your home unlike any standard camera.
Your video is custom designed and edited to music that engages more senses for your buyer’s online shopping experience.

Value-Added Service 4:
Custom Home Address Website
Value: $400
Buyers start their shopping online. They usually start with Zillow or Realtor.com to start their search. They take down the addresses they like and
start Google searches on schools, communities, etc. Imagine their surprise when they come to your custom home address website, complete with
all the beautiful staged pictures and drone-designed videos with inviting music! The amount of information Realtors® can add to the MLS listing
is limited but your own website offers a page for every room with unlimited marketing remarks, videos, and pictures! Your custom address
website highlights all the best features and benefits of your beautiful home!

Total Value of Up to $1600 of Home Selling Services

Call Now!
If you’re thinking of selling and want to know what your
home is worth, call Georgene today at 219-315-6569.
She’ll guide you every step of the way!
Georgene Collins
Broker-Owner
Collins Realty Group, Inc.
219-315-6569
g@collinsrealtygroup.net

Terms:
Available to listing clients only
Seller agrees to list home within recommended price range
Subject to availability
Terms may change without notice. See www.CollinsRealtyGroup.net for current terms

Disregard if you are under contract with a Realtor.

